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Averaging independent numerical judgments can be more accurate than the average individual judgment. This “wisdom of
crowds” effect has been shown with large, diverse samples, but
the layperson wishing to take advantage of this may only have
access to the opinions of a small, more demographically homogeneous “convenience sample.” How wise are homogeneous crowds
relative to diverse crowds? In simulations and survey studies, we
demonstrate three necessary conditions under which small socially
diverse crowds can outperform socially homogeneous crowds: Social identity must predict judgment, the effect of social identity on
judgment must be at least moderate in size, and the average estimates of the social groups in question must “bracket” the truth
being judged. Seven survey studies suggest that these conditions are
rarely met in real judgment tasks. Comparisons between the performances of diverse and homogeneous crowds further confirm that social
diversity can make crowds wiser but typically by a very small margin.
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T

he quality of people’s decisions depends in part on the quality
of their judgments. To improve judgment, popular intuition
recommends considering multiple people’s opinions, and research supports this recommendation (1). One particularly impressive phenomenon, the “wisdom of crowds,” demonstrates
the effectiveness of combining multiple opinions for numerical
judgments about matters of fact. Averages of individual estimates (i.e., “crowds”) can outperform the average individual in
that crowd. The accuracy gains are most dramatic for small
crowds; averaging one’s own estimate with just two other people’s estimates can decrease error by over 30% (2).
This “wisdom” is typically observed when estimates are independent and randomly chosen to be aggregated by some
method like averaging. This often allows people’s errors to
cancel out during the averaging process, as each person’s guess is
comprised of truth plus some positive or negative error. For
example, suppose two people are predicting the high temperature in Tampa tomorrow, and the correct prediction is 83. Person
A may guess 85, so he has a positive error as he overestimates the
true value. Person B may guess 80, so she has a negative error as
she underestimates the true value. When their guesses are averaged, the errors cancel out to some degree since they bracket
the truth, and that crowd is wiser than the average individual in
that crowd. Specifically, the crowd guess (82.5) is off by 0.5°.
Person A is off by 2° and person B is off by 3°, so the average individual is off by 2.5°. When bracketing is not observed—everyone
overestimates or underestimates the truth—then the average person
is as wise as the crowd (3).
Social influence can significantly weaken the wisdom of
crowds effect because as people interact with each other’s
guesses they converge in their thinking, making their error more
systematic (that is, they become biased in the same way) (4). If
people make their estimates more independently, this preserves
diversity in their errors, which supports the canceling that leads
to greater accuracy.
Effective wisdom of crowds has typically been demonstrated
by researchers who can randomly sample from a diverse pool of
people to create crowds. When wisdom of crowds is observed, it
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signifies that those people had diverse errors. How would nonscientists fare in creating wise crowds given that they are unlikely
to randomly ask people for advice? Wisdom of crowds can be
observed with just a few people (1, 5), so crowd size is not a resource issue. However, might there be a homophily problem? For
example, could a crowd help a white, college-educated female if it
is comprised of her office mates—other white, college-educated
females? Or should she make an effort to ask other colleagues
who differ in gender, ethnicity, or educational attainment?
The idea that cognitive diversity improves crowd judgment is
well supported (6, 7). Cognitive diversity—variation in people’s
judgments or how they think—is hard to directly assess. Thus,
people commonly use social diversity as a proxy for cognitive
diversity, expecting people who differ externally to also differ
cognitively (8, 9). These differences are commonly expected to
translate into performance benefits, as reflected in these statements from popular news outlets: “. . .diversity on boards improves decision-making and profits” (The New York Times, ref.
10). “Need a balance sheet boost? Try adding some women to
the board of directors” (Los Angeles Times, ref. 11).
Diversity scholars take a more nuanced and cautious approach
than laypeople when discussing the benefits of diversity (12–15).
Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to believe that social category membership influences how one thinks across a variety of
topics. Race influences perceptions of social interactions (16),
culture influences predictions of stock market trends (17), one’s
favored sports team influences one’s predictions about game
outcomes (18), and political values influence interpretations of
the facts in a court case (19). More broadly, for cognitive (2) or
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from each social group must somewhat evenly bracket the
truth (3). This allows for each group to have the same level of
(in)accuracy but in opposite biased directions relative to the
truth. Their biases can then neatly cancel out in a diverse group.
(Imagine if, instead, the distribution of women’s guesses is relatively close to the truth and the distribution of men’s guesses is
relatively farther away. A diverse crowd would not produce the
wisest crowd; one would be better off just asking women for their
estimates in that case.)

In Theory, Social Diversity Can Boost Crowd Wisdom
In theory, social diversity can make crowds wiser. Three conditions
must all be met. First, the social–cognitive connection must be real;
the social characteristic of concern must systematically influence
judgments. For example, men and women must reliably make different estimates for a given type of problem. If sex differences do
not map onto cognitive differences, then it would make no difference whether one uses aggregates of mixed sex or only one sex.
Second, the group difference must be large enough to have a
meaningful impact on the truth bracketing rate and, by extension,
accuracy. At small effect sizes (e.g., r = 0.1), the distribution of
men’s and women’s guesses would overlap substantially, even if
the groups’ mean differences were statistically significant. The
groups would be so similar that a small sample including men and
women would hardly differ from a small sample of only men or
only women. Fig. 1 illustrates this principle by showing hypothetical estimates from two groups that overlap to varying degrees.
Third, the correct answer must lie between the average estimate of each group. In other words, the distribution of estimates

The Model: Diverse Crowd Accuracy as a Function of Effect
Size and Bracketing
We modeled the wisdom of homogeneous and diverse crowds
from two simulated, hypothetical social groups to demonstrate
the above requirements. In the model, the effect size of “social
diversity” on judgment was manipulated, as was the location of
the truth relative to the groups’ guesses. As these parameters
varied, the relative accuracy of diverse (vs. homogeneous)
crowds varied. The manipulations, which we refer to as “effect
size” and “bracketing,” are described below.

Fig. 1. Error of homogeneous and diverse crowds. From Top to Bottom, the
distributions represent small to large effects of social identity on judgment.
Purple regions reflect overlap of red and blue groups. Line A represents an
outcome that meets the bracketing condition; line B represents an outcome
that violates the bracketing condition.
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Effect Size. We simulated crowds by sampling from one or two
normal distributions (Fig. 1). Each distribution represented the
population estimates from a homogeneous social group. As an
illustration, imagine one distribution represents estimates from
Ohio State (OSU) fans and one distribution represents estimates
from University of Michigan (UM) fans. Imagine that they are
forecasting how many points OSU will score in an upcoming
game. In the model, creating a homogeneous social crowd means
drawing estimates from only one of the distributions (e.g., asking
only UM fans for their estimates). Creating a diverse social
crowd means drawing estimates from both distributions—asking
four OSU fans and four UM fans for their estimates.
Note that how much the groups’ estimates overlap predicts how
much one stands to gain by employing a diverse crowd versus a
homogeneous crowd. If the effect of social group membership on
estimates is small (r = 0.1), the OSU and UM distributions overlap
a lot, almost to the point of being the same. Diverse crowd performance will on average be nearly indistinguishable from homogeneous crowd performance. If the effect of group membership
on estimates is large (r = 0.8), the OSU, UM, and diverse crowd
distributions will be far more distinct.
Four pairs of distributions were created to represent the following effect sizes: r = 0.8, d = 2.6 (MOSU = 58 and MUM = 26);
r = 0.6, d = 1.6 (MOSU = 52 and MUM = 32); r = 0.3, d = 0.6
(MOSU = 46 and MUM = 38); and r = 0.1, d = 0.2 (MOSU = 43 and
MUM = 41). All SDs were 12.25, and the midpoint between each
distribution’s mean was always 42. (The numbers are arbitrary;
other values can be used to create distributions at each effect
size. We chose 42 because that is how many points OSU really
scored in the 2015 match against UM, and 12.25 was roughly the
standard deviation in a study we ran on football forecasts.) Each
distribution contained 10,000 “estimates” from that social group.
To simulate crowds, we averaged eight guesses from homogeneous vs. diverse sampling as described above. Twenty thousand
homogeneous crowds were created (10,000 OSU crowds and
10,000 UM crowds), and 10,000 diverse crowds were created.
Bracketing. How well each crowd performs for a given question
also depends on where the true value lies. Diverse crowds will be
wiser than homogeneous crowds when the outcome lies near the
midpoint between OSU’s and UM’s respective mean guesses
(Fig. 1, line A). The farther away the truth is from the midpoint
(e.g., Fig. 1, line B), the less of an advantage diversity offers. In
the model, accuracy is the absolute difference between the
crowd’s estimate and the outcome (i.e., absolute error). Each
crowd’s performance was compared against varied hypothetical
outcome values. Accuracy was first computed with the truth (T)
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motivational reasons (20), people make judgments anchored
around their own views, experiences, and identities (21, 22). But
for numerical judgments with a correct answer, is the social–cognitive
connection warranted? Or does the assumption that it would amount
to inaccurate stereotyping (23)? In other words, to what extent do
people overestimate the link between a social attribute (e.g., being a
conservative, being female) and judgment about matters of fact (e.g.,
making biased predictions in favor of one’s preferred candidate or
overestimating the popularity of a “chick flick”)?
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set to the midpoint, 42 (Fig. 1, line A). It was then recomputed at
T = 43, 44, 45, and so forth until T = 62. The full results are
graphed in Figs. S1 and S2, where the x axis represents movement
of the truth away from the midpoint between MOSU and MUM, the
y axis represents absolute error, and the lines represent homogeneous and diverse crowds. Summarized results for T = 42 (line A)
and T = 58 (line B) are shown in the tables included in Fig. 1. The
errors are rounded to the nearest 0.5, but the exact observed errors from the simulation are plotted in Figs. S1 and S2.
The errors reported in Fig. 1 suggest that diverse crowd superiority over homogeneous crowds is a function of both effect size and
bracketing. Consider results for line A, where the bracketing condition is met. At small effect sizes (r = 0.1, Cohen’s d = 0.2), diverse
crowds of eight are not more accurate than homogeneous crowds.
When r = 0.3 (d = 0.6), diverse crowds begin to exhibit an advantage over homogeneous ones. When r = 0.6 and 0.8 (d = 1.6 and
2.6), diverse crowds have a more substantial advantage. But when
bracketing is violated (line B), the diversity advantage is lost for r =
0.3, only to reemerge slightly at r = 0.6 and more robustly at r = 0.8.
Another notable result is that when bracketing is violated (line
B), the wisest crowd is a homogeneous one. If one can identify the
wisest homogeneous crowd with some level of reliability, then one
would be better off utilizing a homogeneous crowd over a diverse
one (24). But if one has no basis for identifying the wisest homogeneous crowd, one should compare the diverse crowd’s error to
the average homogeneous crowd error (i.e., expected error). Further analyses reporting how accurate one must be at identifying the
better homogeneous crowd are reported in Probability of Identifying
Wiser Crowd.
In summary, choosing diverse crowds is a relatively effective
strategy at larger effect sizes, as (i) the bracketing condition is
harder to violate (there is more room for the truth to move and
still be closer to the midpoint than to the mean of either group)
and (ii) the estimates of the different groups are more distinct.
But at smaller effect sizes, estimates from different groups are
not very distinct and the bracketing condition is easier to violate
given the narrower range at which the truth may lie.
In Practice, Diversity Minimally Boosts Crowd Accuracy
The simulations show that social diversity can make crowds wiser
when the social factor is at least moderately associated with
judgment and bracketing occurs. How often are those conditions
met? Large effects of social identity or values have been found
for some judgment tasks, but these typically ask about polarized
attitudes (e.g., ref. 25) or questions for which the truth is subjective or cannot be known with certainty (e.g., ref. 19). Such
effect sizes may not represent the typical effect of social identity
on judgments about matters of fact. They may also not represent
the typical effect size in social psychology more generally.
A meta-analysis spanning 100 years of psychological research
suggested that the “overall average” effect size in social psychology is r = 0.21 (26). The most prevalent social factor the authors
discussed was gender. Some effects of gender on social behavior
and attitudes were moderate; women gaze at others more (0.29)
and are more empathetic (0.37) than men. They are more likely to
support the feminist movement (0.39). But most gender effects
were much smaller. For example, gender differences in social attribution were all smaller than 0.08. Female jurors are slightly
harsher than male jurors in sexual assault cases (0.16). Men are
slightly more likely than women to dislike gays (0.04–0.19). Boys
are more competitive than girls by a small margin (0.03), and men
have higher self-esteem than women (0.06). Finally, race effects
on judgment were also small: Whites report higher life satisfaction
than African Americans (0.10). It is notable that of the few
judgment topics reported, none were about matters of fact.
We are unaware of any research that systematically tested for
demographic differences in numerical judgments about matters of
fact as opposed to attitudes and subjective beliefs. It is reasonable
2068 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1717632115

to anticipate that such effects would be even smaller than the
effects of social identity on attitude judgments and social behavior,
because giving numerical answers to factual questions imposes a
type of accountability on the respondent. One might say, “Men
are a lot taller than women,” but when pressed to define what “a
lot” means, one is faced with the possibility of objective assessment of one’s accuracy. People’s biases are often reduced when
there is accountability for one’s answers (20, 27, 28).
Effect Sizes Are Small. Across nine judgment tasks spanning seven
studies, we rarely observed moderate to large effects of social
identity on judgment, even when making a serious effort to
match judgment questions with social identity. In the studies, we
measured social factors and correlated them against judgments
in a wide array of domains. Social diversity can refer to myriad
categories—gender, education, affinity for bird watching. Studies
were mostly limited to demographic categories because these are
frequently discussed in university and company diversity statements and, in one review, account for almost 90% of studied diversity effects (29). Specifically, we mostly measured age, sex,
ethnicity or cultural background, educational attainment, religion,
and political orientation. We also examined fans from opposing
teams in one study. Correlations were computed between social
factors and judgments in different domains. Football fans from
opposing teams guessed how many points each team would score
in a rivalry game in study 1. In studies 2 and 4, respectively, people
of diverse political backgrounds predicted how presidential candidates would perform in primary and national elections. In study
3, people of diverse political backgrounds guessed the level of national support for six different political statements. They also gave
likelihood ratings for presidential candidates winning the upcoming
Iowa caucus. In study 5, participants guessed the popularity ratings
of 24 different novels. In studies 6 and 7, people forecasted the
probability of outcomes for up to 40 diverse news stories in the
United States and abroad (e.g., “What is the likelihood of Chinese
official GDP growth exceeding 6.3% in the first quarter?” “What is
the likelihood of Leonardo DiCaprio winning an Oscar?”). In study
7, they also predicted medal awards for the 2016 Olympics and
forecasted future stock prices. The surveys were done in accordance
with the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board
guidelines, and surveys were completed after informed consent.
Hardly any strong relationships emerged when we explored all
possible judgments against all measured social variables. Out of
965 correlations, 60% were weaker than r = ±0.1 and 96% were
weaker than r = ±0.2. Fewer than 1% of the correlations were
0.3 or stronger. These magnitudes suggest that for most of these
questions it would be impossible for socially diverse crowds to
substantially outperform homogeneous crowds. All correlations
significant at the P < 0.01 level are reported in Table S3.
Diverse Crowds Resemble Homogeneous Crowds. We compared the
accuracy of socially homogeneous and diverse crowds from
people’s answers in the above studies. To give diverse groups the
best chance of outperforming homogeneous groups, we only
analyzed people’s guesses for the tasks that showed the largest
effects of social identity on judgment. They included sports
predictions, political questions, and guesses about popular interest in various books. The social identity factors analyzed were
likewise diverse, including the sports teams people cheered for,
age, sex, political orientation, and whether they were religious.
From people’s estimates, 1,000 crowds were created by averaging eight randomly selected people’s estimates. Diverse crowds
included four people from each social category (e.g., four liberals
and four conservatives). Likewise, homogeneous crowds were
created for each social category (e.g., 1,000 crowds including eight
randomly chosen liberals and 1,000 crowds including eight randomly chosen conservatives). Individual and crowd accuracy was
assessed by comparing mean absolute errors (MAEs). People
de Oliveira and Nisbett

Table 1. Accuracy of individuals, socially homogeneous crowds, and diverse crowds on judgment tasks
A

Task

B

Study
N

1
2
3
4

51
198
614
234

5
5

205
205

C

D

Social identity

r

Team
Religiosity
Age
Political
orientation
Age
Sex

0.36
0.13
0.11
0.21
0.1
0.1

E

Average
individual
error (SD)
14.49
14.46
18.19
14.52

(5.25)
(4.65)
(6.05)
(6.70)

2.24 (0.57)
2.24 (0.57)

F

G

H

I

J

K
Average
diverse
crowd
error
if perfect
bracketing

Homogeneous
crowd
1 error

Homogeneous
crowd
2 error

Average
homogeneous
crowd error

Diverse
crowd
error

Average
homogeneous
crowd error
if perfect
bracketing

9.88OSU
12.46REL
9.9YOUNG
9.35LIB

17.32UM
11.24NREL
10.22OLD
8.47CON

13.6
11.85
10.06
8.91

13.52
11.79
9.9
7.99

3.98
3.62
6.21
5.67

2.44
3.38
5.81
4.44

1.26OLD
1.11WOM

1.18
1.07

1.14
1.06

0.92
0.86

0.88
0.83

1.09YOUNG
1.05MEN
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often do not know a priori which, if any, homogeneous crowd will
be the most accurate, so the simulated diverse crowds are compared against the average homogeneous crowd’s performance.
Comparing columns E, H, and I in Table 1 suggests that both
homogeneous and diverse crowds performed much better than
the average individual across studies. But diverse crowds often
performed about as well as the average homogeneous crowd. The
largest effect of social diversity on judgment was for sports: People’s
favored sports team had a moderate effect on their predictions for
an upcoming game. However, the bracketing condition was not
met; the game’s outcome surprised everyone: OSU did better than
most people expected, and UM did worse. [These participants only
made two target judgments—1 per team. A better test of the
bracketing condition would involve multiple judgments as in studies
2 through 7. We therefore asked 110 fans to guess the points scored
across 20 past games for a total of 40 judgments. However, the
effect of favored team on judgment disappeared, not significantly
differing from 0. If the large effect were observed across many
judgments, it is likely that the bracketing condition would be met at
least some of the time, affording diverse crowds some advantage
over homogeneous ones.] This resulted in diverse crowds performing about as well as homogeneous crowds. For task 4—predicting presidential candidate performance—social diversity
decreased error the most. The socially diverse crowd, comprised of
liberals and conservatives, was typically 1% point closer to the true
outcome than the average homogeneous crowd comprised of only
liberals or only conservatives. This amounted to a 10% decrease in
error, from 8.91 to 7.99.
The small effect sizes mean that the margin by which diverse
crowds could possibly outperform homogeneous crowds is low,
even with perfect bracketing. But bracketing was typically violated
by several points on the response scale. Columns J and K report
what homogeneous and diverse crowd error would have been if, for
every question, the outcome or true answer had been the midpoint
between the mean estimate of each homogeneous group. In that
highly unlikely best-case scenario, diverse crowds outperform homogeneous ones for the tasks with the largest effect sizes (tasks
1 and 4) but offer minimal advantages for the other tasks.
“Very Homogeneous” vs. “Very Diverse” Crowds. A stronger test of
the diversity hypothesis would be to test the accuracy of very
homogeneous groups against very diverse groups. For example, a
de Oliveira and Nisbett

group of religious, white Republicans is more homogeneous than
a group of religious people because its members overlap on
multiple social categories. We examined such crowds’ performance for the same tasks in Table 1 except for the football task, as
the sample size was too small.
For these analyses, very homogeneous pools of participants
were created by including people who overlapped on two or three
social dimensions. Six homogeneous pools were created a priori
for each study based on factors that could reasonably be argued as
relevant to the judgment (Table 2). For example, during American
election cycles, news media frequently refer to age, sex, ethnicity,
social class, and political orientation as factors that divide people
into distinct voting blocks. Thus, homogeneous pools were created
around those criteria. The pools were restricted by sample size;
only those for which at least 30 participants met the criteria were
used (with two exceptions, Table 2 legend). To create a diverse
pool from which to simulate crowds, 40 participants were randomly chosen from the complete dataset of each study except in
study 3. Given the larger N, we were able to create larger homogeneous pools, so the diverse pool included 100 participants.
Homogeneous and diverse aggregates of eight people were
created 1,000 times. Accuracy, or MAE, of the two types of aggregates was compared, with the homogeneous groups averaged
together. Performance broken down by crowd type can be seen
in Fig. 2, where G1 always represents diverse crowds and G2–
G7 represent homogeneous crowds. For primary election judgments, MAEG1 = 11.56 and MAEG2–7 = 11.96. For popular political opinion judgments, MAEG1 = 9.40 and MAEG2–7 = 9.61. For
presidential election forecasts, MAEG1 = 9.09 and MAEG2–7 = 8.89.
For book popularity judgments, MAE of G1 and G2–7 were both
1.12. Overall, diverse crowds did not consistently perform much
better than the average homogeneous crowd. (Note that we expect
that if all types of homogeneous crowds could be created and
sampled against diverse crowds, the error of homogeneous crowds
could not be lower than the error of diverse crowds as it was for the
presidential election forecasts).
Fig. 2 shows some slight variation in homogeneous group performance. Thus, choosing a diverse crowd can be considered a risk
reduction strategy, even if it is unlikely to be the best-performing
group. A diverse crowd is essentially guaranteed a moderately good
performance, whereas choosing a homogeneous crowd introduces
the possibility of doing relatively well and also the possibility of
PNAS | February 27, 2018 | vol. 115 | no. 9 | 2069
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A: The tasks were as follows: (i) predict points in OSU vs. UM game, (ii) predict percentage of votes eight presidential candidates would receive in two state
primaries, (iii) guess what percentage of Americans support each of six political statements, (iv) predict what percentage of votes Clinton and Trump would
each win in 10 states in the 2016 presidential election, and (iv) guess the popularity rating that 24 diverse books received in a previous study. C: Social identity
is the social factor that was most strongly associated with people’s answers. D: The r is the average (absolute) correlation between that social category and
answers. E: Average individual error is the average of absolute error across all questions in the task. F–I: These are absolute errors for different types of
crowds. F and G are homogeneous crowds, H is the average between homogeneous crowds, and I is diverse crowds. J and K: J is what homogeneous crowd
error would have been if perfect bracketing had been observed, and K is the same for diverse crowds.

Table 2. Very homogeneous and diverse groups
Task
Predict percentage of
votes eight presidential
candidates would receive
in two state primaries
Guess what percentage of
Americans support each
of six political statements
Predict what percentage of
votes Clinton and Trump
would each win in 10
states in 2016 presidential
election
Guess the popularity rating
that 24 diverse books
received in a previous study

G1*

G2

G3

Random

White men, did
not complete
college

White women,
completed
college

Random

White men, did
not complete
college
White men, did
not complete
college

Men over 40

Random

Random

G4

G5

G6

G7

Religious
white
Republican

Nonreligious
white
Democrats

Liberal women
under 40

Liberal
nonwhites

White women,
completed
college
White women,
completed
college

Religious
white
conservative
Religious
white
Republican

Nonreligious
white
liberals
Nonreligious
white
Democrats

Liberal women
under 40

Liberal
nonwhites

Liberal women
over 40

Liberal
nonwhites

Men under 30

Women
over 40

Women
under 30

Ethnic minority
women

White men

G1* is always the diverse crowd. All groups except two were simulated from pools of at least 30 people. G2 for the book task (men over 40) was simulated
from a pool of 22 men, and G6 (ethnic minority women) was sampled from a pool of 29 due to limited representation of those groups in the larger sample.
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doing relatively poorly. If one has no basis for choosing one homogeneous crowd over another, a diverse crowd is a “safe” choice.
Discussion
Social diversity can theoretically make crowds wiser but only to
the extent to which it corresponds to diversity in estimates.
People’s estimates must not only be diverse, they must also
bracket the true value in at least some realizations of the judgment outcome. We replicate previous findings demonstrating
that small crowds can be wiser than individuals but find that it
matters far less whether the crowd is homogeneous or diverse
along a given demographic dimension.
These results suggest several conclusions. First, for numerical
judgments, socially homogeneous crowds may produce about as
much estimate diversity as socially diverse crowds. Given the small
effect sizes observed, the diversity between groups was relatively
small and the diversity within groups was relatively large. Second,
people who expect social groups to think very differently for these
types of judgments may be erroneously stereotyping, expecting
variation within groups to be small and variation between groups
to be large. Indeed, people tend to expect external, social factors
to signal internal, cognitive attributes (8, 9). Our work supports
exhortations to avoid stereotyping errors in diversity discussions
(20). This might be achieved by emphasizing that for numerical
judgments about matters of fact, there is a lot of cognitive diversity
within homogeneous social groups (30); not all women think alike,
not all liberals think alike, and so forth.
Practically, when choosing between diverse or homogeneous
crowds for utilitarian reasons, one must consider (i) the likelihood
and magnitude of accuracy gains over individual judgment, (ii) how
valuable gains of those magnitudes are for the judgment at hand,
and (iii) the relative costs of obtaining diverse versus homogeneous
estimates. This paper sheds light on i. We conclude that accuracy
gains with diverse crowds are unlikely to be much larger than gains
with homogeneous crowds because we only observed diversity gains
for a minority of the tasks we studied. However, decision makers
must factor ii and iii into their deliberations. They should also
consider other reasons for pursuing diversity that are based on
equity and representation. Our findings are consistent with metaanalyses and reviews suggesting no straightforward performance
benefit for using diverse versus homogeneous groups (31–33), and
they bolster the argument that people often overstate the performance case for diversity (15). But pursuing demographic diversity
on boards, juries, and other influential decision-making teams helps
2070 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1717632115

ensure that the interests and values of a diverse population are
fairly represented and addressed.
A second practical consideration relates to generalizability.
People in teams do a lot more than make numerical judgments.
Judgments are a key but small part of larger, more complex tasks
like decision-making and problem-solving, and team members
often interact in noncrowdsourcing contexts. Therefore, caution
is warranted when generalizing the present findings to other
contexts where the task, team coordination, and performance
metrics are different. As we note in the previous paragraph, the
present findings are consistent with null diversity benefits reported
in the literature (31–33). But some work suggests that encountering demographic diversity can improve cognition at the individual level (34–36). For example, white participants scored higher
on reading comprehension and memory measures when they read

Fig. 2. Very homogeneous vs. very diverse groups across four tasks.
G1 always represents the diverse crowds. G2 to G7 represent the homogeneous groups as described in Table 2. For example, for the primary election,
presidential election, and popular political opinion tasks, G2 refers to white
men who did not complete college. For the book-rating task, G2 refers to
men over 40 y old. In all graphs, the y axis indicates error. Lower values mean
higher accuracy on the task.
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is typically only a weak correlation between demographics and
numerical judgment. Those correlations are insufficient for
making diverse crowds much more accurate than homogeneous
ones. For crowds, we would expect that any measure that effectively taps into people’s systematic biases would be a better
proxy for cognitive diversity than the demographic variables that
are commonly used.

study materials in racially diverse discussion groups as opposed to
all-white groups (36). Researchers should further explore whether
and how those individual cognitive improvements can translate
into improved performance at the group level.
Our findings do not mean that no social factors correlate with
any types of judgment; in many cases, social identity can influence
more subjective judgment. In addition, there is good evidence that
culture affects many aspects of cognition from perception to
problem solving (37). Our results do suggest that according to the
operationalizations of social diversity in the present work, which
are consistent with many popular conceptions of “diversity,” there

